
Unpair Wand (at the end of a Wand training session): 

1. Unpair Wand from within the We-ConnectTM app.   

2. Remove Wand from the Bluetooth® device settings on your phone or tablet.  

Turn Wand on: 

1. Press and hold the power button (open circle button below We-Vibe logo) for 2 seconds. Wand will pulse 
once. 

2. Press on the “+” button on the intensity control. 

3. When turned on, Wand will automatically be in Smart SilenceTM mode (this is the default setting). To ensure 
that Wand is on, touch Wand’s head. You’ll know Wand is on when it begins to vibrate. 

Note: You must be touching Wand’s head for the vibrations to start —Wand may be on, but you won’t feel the 
vibes until you touch the head.  

Smart Silence: Wand’s vibrations will turn on when the head is 2mm or less away from contact with skin, or 
when wearing clothes not thicker than 1mm. When contact stops, the vibes will turn off —so you don’t have to 
fumble with any buttons. 

Instructions



Stroke
Fluttery

Turn Smart Silence off: 

1. To turn off Smart Silence, press and hold the pattern mode button (button with wave) for 5 seconds. Once 
Smart Silence is turned off, Wand will vibrate continuously without skin contact until Smart Silence is 
turned back on, or until Wand is turned off. 

2. To turn Smart Silence back on, press and hold the pattern mode button for 5 seconds.  

Using the attachments: 

1. To put an attachment on Wand, stretch the attachment over Wand’s head and line up the wave pattern on 
the inside of the attachment with the wave pattern etched on Wand’s head. 

2. For best performance, it is recommended that Smart Silence be turned off while using the attachments.

Note: Wand comes with two attachments: Fluttery and Stroke. Fluttery offers pinpointed, direct  
sensations — the vibrating tips can be used for nipple or clitoral stimulation. Stroke is a stroker for penis  
play — it can be used on different shapes and sizes because of its flexibility. 

 

Pair Wand to We-Connect: 

1. Press and hold the power button for 5 seconds. Wand will vibrate 3 times when it is ready to be paired. 
You’ll know Wand is in pairing mode when the indicator light on the Power button is flashing. 

2. You can then begin the pairing process within the We-Connect app. 

3. To stop pairing mode, hold the Power button for 5 seconds. When the light stops flashing, Wand is not in 
pairing mode anymore. 

Turn Wand off: 

Press and hold the power button for 2 seconds, or press and hold the “-” button on the intensity control until 
Wand turns off. 

Note: After 30 minutes of inactivity, Wand will enter sleep mode in order to conserve battery power. 


